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Notice!

My name is Sam and I live in Breda. Last

week, I saw a deer walking past my house.

The deer was all alone so I want befriend

him, will you help me? 



The deer has been nosing around in the

Gasthuisvelden. Find out from the pictures

where that was.

And don't forget to fill in the friendship book at

the end of the scavenger hunt! 

Scavenger hunt!

Small antlers can also be found on the route.

Once you've found one, take a creative selfie!

Put it on social media, tag BredaWandelt &

Breda Promotions and have a chance to win

a prize! The best photo wins something

delicious from Zoet Breda. The winner will be

announced in the week of January 11th.

Instagramaccounts: @bredawandelt & @breda.promotions & @zoetbreda

All antlers are made by Ad van Hees



Find the buildings in the pictures
and solve the riddles to get to

know the deer
 

Best of Luck!

You can start with the
photos/buildings!



Overview of locations scavenger hunt
 

Follow this

route, or create

your own route

to find all the

locations!

Goodluck!



Have you answered all questions? Then calculate the

following formula with your answers:

A X B - C =

Pay attention! Here's an antler
Hint:It's by a fence

C. Sam has to pay 79.90 euros, but only has 1 cent coins.

How many coins are needed to pay?

Where is this?

Solve the following puzzle:
A. How many weeks are there in a

year?

B. How many kilograms is 10 tons?

Back in the day they didn't have

calculators, but used "abacus" to

calculate...

Abacus

What a coincidence,

then it's my birthday!



Where is this?

Which profession at the court

supports /represents the suspect? 

Hey, I s
ee there's a

pet fo
od bank

here. But it i
s also

an old court. I

want to
 work h

ere

later!

In Breda there have been many court
cases. For example on de Grote Markt
and in the Catharinastraat!



Take a good look around
The deer has jumbled up the letters of his name on the

building. Can you guess what his name is?

Where is this?

De Teruggave used to be a tax office. Usually you

had to pay tax here, but sometimes you got

money back: De Teruggave.

Now it's much more fun here!



Pay attention! Here's an antler
Hint: It is near the entrance

I already heard that there

are nativity scenes at De

Return. How beautiful!

They are all different

nativity scenes. That is

very nice to see!

Do you know which

nativity scene is pictured

here?

Take a picture of the

nativity scene you think is

good and send it to:

hertvermist@gmail.com

You will then receive an

answer with the last letter

before the name of the

deer. Good luck!



Did you know that the

buildings of the Rooi

Pannen are located on an

old barracks site?

Find the hidden word:

Where is this?  

#navo-alfabet

Soldiers team BRAVO led by Lieutenant ROMEO are

dressed in UNIFORM on a journey to INDIA. There they go

in search of a axis deer, a typical Indian deer. They will

return to Breda at the end of NOVEMBER.



Follow the deer trail and find out what

the deer likes...

Where is this?

Large ice cream bars were once made

here (not to be eaten)!

The deer likes to eat:



Pay close attention, because in some locations you may be able

to find antlers.

Found one, take a creative selfie and email it to:

hertvermist@gmail.com (don't forget to check your inbox/spam)

Who knows, you might win a cool prize!

Can't find antlers? Does not matter! A deer antler just grows

back.

Where is this?

Did you know that deer change their antlers once a

year? The old antlers fall off, and the new antlers grow

back for the next year. This usually happens in February,

and in young deer like me in April. I lost mine much

earlier because of the stress!

 

This used to be a place where grainwas stored, but later this was a placewhere you could sometimes find yourlost bike



Answer the questions:

What is a male deer called?

What is a female deer called?

Where is this?

I'm a fallow deer!

Do you see that beautiful Haagpoort

bridge? This one has had a makeover and

has the original images back!

Pay attention! Here's an antler
Hint: It's at the church...



Where is this?

Answer the question:

Can the deer enjoy the meal in this painting?

Did you know I'm vegetarian?

Why/why not?

Did you know that the color purple was not

discovered until 1856? Before that time

there was no purple paint!



Friendship Book

Super! You have found all the

answers. Now try to fill in the

friends booklet completely with

the answers of the scavenger

hunt!



What is my name?

When was I born?

What do I want to be when

I'm grown?

What is my favorite colour? 

What is my favorite food? 

What do I absoluterefuse to

eat? 

What are the names my parents?



Win 2 toasted

sandwiches! 

How nice that you were able to fill

in the friends book! Do you feel

like doing something fun? Then

make this coloring page and have

a chance to win the prize!



This prickcard is part of the treasure hunt "a deer has been spotted" which can be found at

www.bredapromotions.nl/stadswandelen or www.breda-wandelt.nl/stadswandel

You can put your beautiful coloring page in the mailbox of De

Teruggave, and who knows, you might win 2 delicious sandwiches!

The winners will be announced the week of January 11.

Pricking card: and/or string the deer, and have a

chance to win a delicious grilled cheese sandwich!

Name deer:

Name:
E-mail address or address:


